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Introduction
What is EURAXESS Data platform? What is inside this document?
EURAXESS Data platform is a repository of information that includes:
-

a database – EURAXESS Data model that stores information about administrative
procedures related to providing EURAXESS information services,
web application for managing that data and
Application Program Interface (API) for integration with the EURAXESS portal (with graphical
widgets) and chatbot engine.

It is structured in a way to enable a formal description of information and/or steps needed to provide
an information service, and thus to facilitate: a) attractive presentation of administrative procedures
and necessary steps to follow in order to fulfil the intent of the mobile researcher; b) implementation
of digital assistants, or chatbots, in specific dialogue automation agents which can facilitate
researcher’s intent understanding and intent fulfilment.
EURAXESS Data platform is a centrepiece of the architecture that support automation of some
information services offered by EURAXESS Service centres, as well as visually appealing, attractive,
yet detailed and informative presentation of the steps in which this service is successfully delivered.
In this document, EURAXESS Data model, namely a set of concepts and relationships between
those, used to formally describe above information and/or steps needed to provide an information
service, is presented. Then, web application for managing information about those concepts,
separated in meta and country model, is described. Third, the technical description of web
application’s functions for integrating with external apps and software is given. Finally, a prototype
of EURAXESS instructional chatbot is described. Some short remarks on the future work, until the
end of EURAXESS TOPIV project are given at the very end of this document.
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EURAXESS Data structure
Figure 1 shows database structure of the EURAXESS Data platform with some additional
explanations. It is clearly highlighted that database distinguishes between same or similar concepts
on two different levels: meta-model and country model.

Figure 1. EURAXESS Data platform database design

EURAXESS information service provision formal structure
The data structure is designed on the assumption of the specific formal structure in which dialogue
between the researcher and EURAXESS Service centre staff is performed. This formal structure
highlights the concepts of intent, intent understanding, meta-entities and intent fulfilment.
The dialogue begins with the question and continues with the effort in which the question is
transposed to classifying or recognizing intent (some examples of the intent are: requesting visa,
extending visa, requesting work permit, declare personal tax, etc.).
For understanding of the intent, some additional data that was not provided as part of the question
may be necessary. Meaning of this data is described by meta-entities. For example, full
understanding for the intent of requesting visa, depends on the meta-entities: country of arrival,
country of residence, the reason for visa, etc.
If this data was not initially provided, EURAXESS staff will ask back for it. If the valid responses are
successfully provided, the information service provision process would continue by the final stage of
so-called intent fulfilment – one or multiple process in which EURAXESS staff will either:
-

Provide accurate and complete response immediately or
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-

Do the research which will result with this accurate and complete response and finally, send
it back. The research is typically related to finding the relevant data (as defined by metaentities associated to the recognized intent) in the various documents (laws, by-laws,
procedures, web pages, etc.)

The success of this communication depends on accurate and complete intent understanding and
intent fulfilment.

Meta model
Why the separation between meta and country models is made?
Meta-model stores the general concepts of the domain, in this case, the outlook of information
related to fulfilment of some intent by the mobile researcher. Central concept of the meta-model is
meta-intent. Meta-intents were identified by analysing content of the Information and assistance
sections of the national EURAXESS portal.
Following meta-intents were added to a meta-model:
-

register entrepreneurial company
request residence permit
request labour market test
request work permit
enter country
request visa
request certified document translation
apostille document
bring family member
request health insurance
get medical assistance
open bank account
request school enrolment
request kindergarten enrolment
learn language
declare personal tax

Meta-model defines meaning of the intent by associating this intent to a number of meta-entities. For
example, “enter country” intent is associated with the following meta-entities: country of residence,
destination country, duration of stay in days, coming from pandemic area (yes/no), travelling with
spouse (yes/no) and travelling with small children (yes/no). These associations are weak, they
simple mean that the fulfilment of the specific intent may differ in cases of different values of the
associated meta-entities.
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Meta-entities are actually the data slots that store information which facilitates complete
understanding of the intents. Those slots can store different types of data1: the one selected from
the predefined list of choices, number, date, date and time, yes/no information and country.
For the fulfilment of intent, one or more roles are concerned. In the meta-model, those roles are
described by meta-roles. For example, “request visa” meta-intent is associated to “ministry of foreign
affairs” meta-role because the latter issues visa. However, that meta-intent is also associated to
“foreigner” because this meta-role requests visa. Following meta-roles (selected based on the
defined intents) are currently defined by the platform:
-

foreigner
employer
labour market authority
company registration authority
police
ministry of foreign affairs
official translator
notary
health insurance fund
bank
language school
tax authority
business register

Finally, meta-document concept is introduced to define the meanings of the other concepts that will
be used in country models. Following meta-documents are currently defined in the platform:
-

1

work permit
residence permit
certificate of registration of domestic company
passport
white card
work contract
bank statement on account turnover
photo
visa
administrative fee payment receipt
letter of invitation for private visit
letter of invitation for business trip

The list of pre-defined types corresponds to the list as defined for entities in DialogFlow chatbot engine, for

the better integration. Beyond the typical types as listed above, a system type entity is also enabled. System
type enable recognition of the entered data about very specific concepts, such as: email, city, airport,
temperature, music genre, etc.
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-

visa application form
proof of payment for the trip
return ticket
trip itinerary
proof of sufficient funds
certificate of vaccination
proof of good health
health insurance
certified authorization for travelling of children by the other parent
driver license
car insurance
notification of flat
agreement on cooperation between foreign and domestic legal entity
employment contract
service contract
referral of the foreign company that sends employee
notarized translation of the referral of the foreign company that sends employee
ruling of the National Employment Service that authorizes employment
certificate of the university or school attended by foreign citizen
certificate of the institution that organizes training or practice
certificate of the competent institution or organization on specialist studies
letter from the university
birth certificate
marriage certificate
notarized memorandum of association
proof of deposit
proof of payment of company registration fees
company registration certificate application form
original extract from commercial registry
photocopy of passport
request for permanent bank account opening
specimen signatures card
contract on opening and maintaining bank account
certificate on the tax identification number
certified signatures of the persons authorized to dispose with the funds
report from labour market test
application for work permit
proof on valid residence permit request
ordinance on organization and job classification
certificate of professional qualifications for the job
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The specific part of the meta-model is focused to storing information about the visa eligibility, relevant
for each of the EURAXESS countries. This is implemented in the database and data about visa
eligibility is scrapped from the https://www.doyouneedvisa.com/ website.

Country model
Country-model specializes the meta-model, by describing those concepts in the context of the
specific country situation. While there is only one meta-model in the data platform, there are many
country-models, depending on the participation of the different countries in using and reusing the
data from EURAXESS data platform. One country model can specialize a minimum of one metaintent.
Currently, there is only one, Serbian country model.
Countries are invited to participate in this initiative and positive response was received by Denmark,
Hungary, Estonia, Slovakia and Spain. Implementation of those country models will follow in the next
period.
Country model can “answer” following kinds of questions:
-

-

-

Which documents are needed for fulfilment of the specific intent? For example, in order to
enter country, a foreigner needs following mandatory documents: passport, proof of sufficient
funds for staying in Serbia and health insurance for the period of stay. Under which conditions
some documents are mandatory? Those conditions are defined by using meta-entities
specific values. For example, “Certified authorization for travelling of children by other parent”
document is required for entering Serbia, only if “Travelling with small children”=True and
“Travelling with spouse”=False.
Fulfilment of which intents are pre-requisites for fulfilment of the specific intent? For example,
for entering Serbia, visa is required, only if value of the “Country of residence” meta-entity
belongs to pre-defined list of countries.
Which roles or authorities are in charge for issuing a specific document? Where you can get
the specific document?
What are the total acquisition costs, minimum and maximum durations for issuing a specific
document?

Again, intent is a key concept in the country model. As intent “implements” a meta-intent from the
meta-model, the same is applicable for the relationship between document and meta-document
concepts. The country model stores the concept of requirements – those are pairs of intentdocument, which define which documents are required for fulfilling the specific intent.
Role concept in meta-model is transposed into authority concept in country model. Authority is in
charge for issuing or providing a specified document. In the country model, authorities are associated
with offices – each authority can have multiple offices.
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Serbian model example implementation
Up to now, six intents are implemented in the model: enter country, request visa, request residence
permit, register company, open bank account and request work permit.
The model is capable to answer on the question of which documents are needed to get visa and it
implements all possible specific situations, as defined by law. Model defines requirements
associated to “Request visa” intent, including relevant conditions. Figure 1 shows data related to
“request visa” intent requirements table from EURAXESS Data platform web application for
managing the model.

Figure 2. Requirements for fulfilment of "Request visa" intent

According to a defined country model, documents required to fulfil “Request visa” intent are as
follows:
-

Passport
Completed visa application form
Photo (size 3.5x4.5cm)
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-

Proof of sufficient funds for staying in Serbia
Health insurance for the period of stay in Serbia
Proof of visa fee payment

In addition, some conditional requirements are also defined:
-

Invitation letter certified by the relevant authority of the Republic of Serbia, if “Purpose of trip”
meta-entity equals “private”
Invitation letter by a company in Serbia, if “Purpose of trip” meta-entity equals “business”
Proof of payment for the trip issued by a travel agency (voucher or other type of payment
receipt), if “Purpose of trip” meta-entity equals “tourist”
Return ticket or Itinerary, if “Travelling by car” equals “no”
Copy of Driving License, if “Travelling by car” equals “yes”
Copy of car insurance, if “Travelling by car” equals “yes”

Figures 3 and 4 show list of requirements (including conditional one) for fulfilment of the intents “enter
country” and “request residence permit”.

Figure 3. Requirements for fulfilment of "Enter country" intent
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Figure 4. Requirements for fulfilment of "Request residence permit" intent

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show list of requirements (including conditional ones) for fulfilment of the intents
“register a company”, “open bank account” and “request work permit”.
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Figure 5. Requirements for fulfilment of "Register limited liability company" intent
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Figure 6. Requirements for fulfilment of "Open a bank account" intent
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Figure 7. Requirements for fulfilment of "Request work permit" intent

Serbian country model also implements data about offices of the authorities in charge and thus is
capable to provide an answer on questions related to where some documents can be issued or get.
Model contains complete information about all Serbian embassies and consulates – offices of the
Ministry of foreign affairs authority, who is in charge for fulfilment of request visa intent. Data about
Serbian National Employment Services offices is also collected and added to the model. List of public
notaries (relevant to the Notarized memorandum of association document) is scrapped and added
to the model. Serbian business register offices data is collected and added to the model. Republic
of Serbia Tax Administration offices data is collected and added to the model. Finally, data about
Serbian visa country eligibility is added.
All this data is scrapped from the web pages of the authorities - ministries in charge and other
sources.
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EURAXESS Data platform web application
EURAXESS Data platform web application2 is developed to facilitate use of EURAXESS Data model,
namely instantiation of its concepts, as defined by meta-model and country-model. At this moment
it is intended to be used only by data platform administrator. Country models are meant to be created
by using interviews, data templates, etc.
Web application is a PHP application, using MySQL database. CakePHP MVC framework was used
in development.

EURAXESS Data platform web application screenshots
Screenshots below show some of the user interfaces of the web application related to managing
meta-model and country-model.

Figure 8. EURAXESS Data platform web application - list of meta-intents

2

https://euraxess.eventiotic.com/data
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Figure 9. EURAXESS Data platform web application - edit meta-entity

Figure 10. EURAXESS Data platform web application - edit intent
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Figure 11. EURAXESS Data platform web application - add document

Figure 12. EURAXESS Data platform web application - edit requirement
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Figure 13. EURAXESS Data platform web application - view authority
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EURAXESS Data Application Programme Interface (API)
Application Programme Interface (API) is functionality of one application which enable other
applications to connect to the former and use its functions to get data, add, update and delete data.
Integration is a key aspect of EURAXESS Data platform, because with only data inside it does not
make any sense until this data is used for some specific purpose. Two practical applications of the
provided model and data are foreseen:
-

-

EURAXESS Data Platform widgets: attractive, interactive visualization of the steps needed
to fulfil the user-specified intent, as defined in the country model. This visualization will be
designed as client-side web application, integrated with EURAXESS Data Platform by using
its API. Those who implement the country model for some intents will be able to embed this
web application in their EURAXESS national portals.
EURAXESS instructional chatbot is a DialogFlow implementation of EURAXESS Data
model.

API is implemented as a RESTful (Representational State Transfer) API – it uses HTTP requests to
GET, PUT, POST and DELETE data.

Intent fulfilment API function
API provides fulfilment function. This function is intended to be used by DialogFlow driven chatbot –
EURAXESS Instructional chatbot, and it is invoked when full understanding of the intent is achieved
by the chatbot, meaning that intent is recognized, and all mandatory data slots are filled.
Fulfilment function is invoked by the DialogFlow with JSON data object which includes name of the
recognized intent and set of parameters – entities. Based on this submitted information, fulfilment
function will extract all requirements for the given intent, in context of the provided parameters and
return a list of requirements to the chatbot.

Intent object API function
Intent object API function, based on the submitted id of the intent in EURAXESS Data platform
database, returns an exhaustive JSON data with all information associated to the given intent. This
object is foreseen to be used by the visualization widgets.
API function is invoked by using the following url:
https://euraxess.eventiotic.com/data/api/intent/{intent_id}
The visualization widgets will be implemented by using client-side only technologies, without the
possibility to do external requests because of the current security restrictions on the EURAXESS
portal. Thus, the JSONs representing the individual intents will be uploaded directly on the portal
and accessed by the visualization widget tools.
Currently available JSONs through intent object API function:
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-

Enter Serbia, https://euraxess.eventiotic.com/data/api/intent/1
Request visa for Serbia, https://euraxess.eventiotic.com/data/api/intent/2
Request temporary stay in Serbia, https://euraxess.eventiotic.com/data/api/intent/3
Register LL company in Serbia, https://euraxess.eventiotic.com/data/api/intent/4
Open a bank account in Serbia, https://euraxess.eventiotic.com/data/api/intent/5
Request work permit in Serbia, https://euraxess.eventiotic.com/data/api/intent/6
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Applications using the EURAXESS Data platform
As previously mentioned, EURAXESS Data platform will be a repository for providing data to be
used in two practical apps: intent widgets and instructional chatbot.

EURAXESS Instructional Chatbot
EURAXESS Instructional Chatbot is a mini-project aiming at validating the proposed EURAXESS
Data platform model in the simulated conversations which include the intent recognition or
classification, intent understanding and intent fulfilment. Chatbot implementation closely resembles
the assumed formal structure of the service provision.
Instructional chatbot implements six intents from the Serbian country model: enter country, request
visa, register limited liability company, open bank account, request work permit and request
residence permit. Chatbot can be accessed and tested on DialogFlow platform3.
Example dialogs for request visa and request residence permit intents are shown on figures below.

Figure 14. Example dialog for fulfilment of request visa intent

3

https://bot.dialogflow.com/6820b9c2-f5d5-4645-8e41-3df1dd8d275c
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Figure 15. Example dialog for fulfilment of residence permit intent

Besides fulfilling the intents as defined in the country meta-models, instructional chatbot implements
other specific intents (besides small-talk), such as:
-

Finding a job. For any country (optional), career stage and research topic, chatbot provides
a link to the page with list of jobs matching the above criteria on EURAXESS portal.
Check visa eligibility. For any home and destination countries, chatbot provides the answer
on whether the visa is free, required, requested on arrival or the admission is denied. For
some countries, additional information on duration of eligible stay and notes are available.

The detailed and complete overview of the instructional chatbot capabilities is provided in the
deliverable D8.4 EURAXESS Chatbot.

DialogFlow
DialogFlow4 is a chatbot engine developed and maintained by Google.
It is a Natural Language Processing (NLP) software that understands the nuances of human
language and translates end-user text or audio during a conversation to structured data that
integrated applications and services can understand.

4

http://www.dialogflow.com/
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DialogFlow works around the flow which is defined by intent classification, understanding and
fulfilment. Intent classification is the first action in which engine assumes what the user actually
wants, by analysing the submitted text or audio. Intent understanding is the process in which all
parameters – data slots required to fully understand the intent are filled.

Figure 16. Intent classification and parameters extraction in DialogFlow

In order to facilitate intent classification and understanding, the developer needs to define the intent
by:
-

-

Providing training phrases – assumptions on what user may actually say when having the
specific intent. Training phrases may also include parameters that need to be extracted (see
figure above)
Providing list of parameters that need to be extracted associated with the specific types (for
the better extraction)
Providing list of responses – the questions chatbot should ask user to extract the missing
parameters.

Chatbot implemented in DialogFlow can be integrated with many communication platforms, such as:
Google Assistant, Facebook Messenger, Slack, Viber, Twitter, Skype, Telegram and many others.
Intent is typically fulfilled dynamically, where the fulfilment is a result of the specific action, which
depend on the values of the parameters extracted in a dialogue. Fulfilment is carried out by executing
a programme or by invoking the external software (its API). The example of full architecture for intent
understanding, fulfilment and integration is shown on figure below.
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Figure 17. DialogFlow architecture

EURAXESS Data platform widgets
The widgets display all information related to the requirements of the specific intent in country model
on the portal. One widget per intent is implemented.
Each widget is using JSON data on the intent. Due to a rigid cross-origin request policy of the portal,
JSON files for each intent that are supposed to be used by the widgets are uploaded to the national
portal, instead of getting them in a real time by using the developed API.
There are 6 widgets published in web pages with URLs listed in the below table, for each of the 6
intents in a Serbian country model.
Intent

Page URL

Enter Serbia

https://www.euraxess.rs/serbia/enterserbia

Request visa for Serbia

https://www.euraxess.rs/serbia/requestvisaserbia

Request work permit in Serbia

https://www.euraxess.rs/serbia/requestworkpermitserbia

Request temporary stay in Serbia

https://www.euraxess.rs/serbia/requesttemporarystayserbia

Open a bank account in Serbia

https://www.euraxess.rs/serbia/openbankaccountserbia

Register limited liability company in https://www.euraxess.rs/serbia/registerllcompanyserbia
Serbia
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Widget is a client-side web application, developed by using front-end technologies. It executes within
the browser, and it uses the JSON file with the specific intent from the country model. The aim of the
widget is to present the custom list of requirements for the specific intent (namely, the list of
documents required for fulfilling the specific event), based on the states of the conditions (some
requirements are conditional, and they depend on the user entered values). Besides the titles and
descriptions of requirements/documents, also the information about the total cost of fulfilling the
requirements and the time it takes is presented (if existing in the country model) and locations of the
offices where requirement can be met/document can be acquired.
The user scenario is as it follows. User is first offered a wizard-like form where he/she needs
responds to the questions (corresponding to the conditions in the country model of the specific
intent). The figure below displays the form with the question, corresponding to one condition present
in the Serbian country model intent for requesting temporary stay. The drop-down list is populated
with the pre-defined answers, which are also the part of the model.

Figure 18. Populating requirements conditions data in the widget for requesting temporary stay in
Serbia

Based on the answers, the list of relevant requirements is then presented to the user in a next screen.
No additional HTTP requests are made – as front-end technologies are used; the list of requirements
is presented immediately.
The list of requirements for requesting temporary stay in Serbia with Business cooperation
agreement as the purpose of stay is illustrated in Figure below.
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Figure 19. Custom list of requirements for requesting temporary stay in Serbia

In cases where country model also provides associated list of locations – offices where some
requirements can be made, the widget presents the drop-down lists of all offices. Once the user
selects an office from the list, all contact information for this office is presented, including the link to
the Google Maps location of the office (see Figure below).
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Figure 20. Showing the locations for requirement fulfilment in the widget

The tool also has capability to show the full map of all locations within the widget. That capability is
customizable and currently turned off, due to lack of reliability/accuracy of the locations pinned based
on the textual address provided within the country model.
There are two ways to browse to the pages with the published widgets. One is from the content
blocks introducing the interactive widget tool for the specific intent that are published on the pages
relevant to that intent.
The table below shows the locations of the content blocks linking to the widgets.
Widget

Pages with added content block linking to the widget

Coming to Serbia

Country info, Travelling to Serbia, Visa formalities

Requesting visa for Serbia

Visa formalities, Travelling to Serbia

Requesting temporary stay in Serbia Visa formalities
Requesting work permit in Serbia

Work permits and conditions

Opening bank account in Serbia

Banking

Registering LLC in Serbia

Work permits and conditions
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The screenshot of “Travelling to” page published on Serbian EURAXESS portal presented below
illustrates the content and layout of the content blocks introducing and linking to the specific intent
widget pages.

Figure 21. “Travelling to” page on Serbian EURAXESS portal with two content blocks at the bottom
introducing and linking to the widgets
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A dedicated page with title Interactive guides is created, linking to all 6 of the pages with the widgets.
All pages with the widgets link back to this page.

Figure 22. Design and layout of the Interactive guides’ page

Finally, for the maximum visibility of the widgets, a new content block with links to each of the widgets
is created and published on a homepage.
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Conclusions
EURAXESS Data platform task aims at proving the value of structured data management for better
and customized/personalized information assistance to researchers, by facilitating use of the novel,
rich user interfaces. First, the data platform task provides the conceptual framework (or a formal
dictionary and meta-data structure) and platform for managing diverse data related to assistance.
Second, it show-cases the framework and the platform by introducing two simple and effective
applications, namely EURAXESS instructional chatbot and EURAXESS data widgets.
Currently, the data platform stores six intents (namely, arriving to a country, requesting a visa,
requesting a temporary stay, requesting a work permit, opening a bank account and registering
limited liability company) for a single country model. As such, it is considered not only as a clear
proof of concept, but also a significant contribution to the improved user experience of the Serbian
national portal.
Minor task deviation is highlighted below, related to data publishing/deployment. together with
explanations and compensation activities.
Deployment of the country models to Wikidata/Dbpedia was initially foreseen. This intermediary
objective was abandoned because of the integration/interoperability risks coming from the increasing
security concerns by the EURAXESS portal and consequently, very rigid Content Security Policy,
with significant restriction to cross-origin requests. Instead of using external platforms, the current
production platform (euraxess.eventiotic.com, already belonging to the list of trusted websites) is
used for deployment of the EURAXESS Data platform. For the future integration and interoperability
with other applications, data platform also implements Application Programme Interface (API).
Finally, widgets are implemented by using local JSON data, uploaded manually to EURAXESS portal
to avoid any risks.
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Dictionary
Application Program Interface (API)
An application program interface (API) is a set of routines, protocols, and tools for building software
applications. Basically, an API specifies how software components should interact. A good API
makes it easier to develop a program by providing all the building blocks. A programmer then puts
the blocks together. (Source: Webopedia)
Chatbot
A chatbot is a software application used to conduct an on-line chat conversation via text or text-tospeech, in lieu of providing direct contact with a live human agent. Chatbots are typically used in
dialog systems for various purposes including customer service, request routing, or for information
gathering. Today, most chatbots are accessed on-line via website popups, or through virtual
assistants such as Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, or messaging apps such as Facebook
Messenger or WeChat. (Source: Wikipedia)
Chatbot engine
Chatbot engine is a software or programming framework with functions developers can use to
implement a specific chatbot. While each of the frameworks provide specific structures, which are
used to configure and implement a dialogue between a bot and a customer, great most of those
implement concepts of intents. The chatbot engines are today implemented by embedding the most
recent advances in the areas of Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Deep Learning and Natural
Language Processing.
Digital assistant
See chatbot.
Graphical widget
The defining characteristic of a widget is to provide a single interaction point for the direct
manipulation of a given kind of data. In other words, widgets are basic visual building blocks which,
combined in an application, hold all the data processed by the application and the available
interactions on this data. (Source: Wikipedia)
Intent
Intent is chatbot jargon for the motive of a given chatbot user. It’s the intention behind each message
that the chatbot receives. Intent is all about what the user wants to get out of the interaction. (Source:
whoson). Intent can be classified/recognized, understood and fulfilled.
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Intent understanding
Intent understanding is the process in which, during a dialog, complete and accurate information on
the specific motivation of the user is collected, typically by a chatbot.
Intent fulfilment
Intent fulfilment is the activity in which, based on the previously achieved understanding of the intent,
agent (typically, a chatbot) provides the response to an user which contain information that fulfils the
requirement/desire/motivation/objective of the user who initiated a dialogue.
JSON
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is an open standard file format, and data interchange format, that
uses human-readable text to store and transmit data objects consisting of attribute–value pairs and
array data types (or any other serializable value). It is a very common data format, with a diverse
range of applications. (Source: Wikipedia)
Meta-model
A metamodel or surrogate model is a model of a model. A model is an abstraction of phenomena in
the real world; a metamodel is yet another abstraction, highlighting properties of the model itself. A
model conforms to its metamodel in the way that a computer program conforms to the grammar of
the programming language in which it is written. (source: Wikipedia)
Natural Language Processing (NLP)
Natural language processing (NLP) is a subfield of linguistics, computer science, information
engineering, and artificial intelligence concerned with the interactions between computers and
human (natural) languages, in particular how to program computers to process and analyse large
amounts of natural language data. Challenges in natural language processing frequently involve
speech recognition, natural language understanding, and natural language generation. (source:
Wikipedia)
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